Manufacturing of human Wharton's jelly stem cells for clinical use: selection of serum is important.
Human Wharton's jelly-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (hWJSCs) have gained considerable attention for their use in cell therapy. Many of these applications would require manufacturing of millions of hWJSCs. It is, therefore, necessary to develop a Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)-compliant hWJSC expansion protocol, allowing the generation of a large quantity of cells to meet both clinical and regulatory requirements. Here, we compared human platelet lysate (HPL) and human serum (HS) in supporting clinical-grade hWJSC expansion. hWJSCs were successfully isolated from six different umbilical cords using GMP-compliant dissociation enzymes. Freshly isolated hWJSCs were cultured in media supplemented with 10% of one of the following sera: fetal bovine serum (FBS), HPL and HS. Properties of the expanded hWJSCs were analyzed. We showed that GMP-compliant dissociation enzymes were as efficient as research-grade dissociation enzymes in isolating hWJSCs. hWJSC fresh cell yield and cell viability using HPL and HS supplementations were at greater advantages than FBS. Moreover, hWJSCs expanded in HPL and HS supplementations not only preserved classical MSCs phenotypes and differentiation potential to adipocytes, osteocytes and chondrocytes, they also enhanced the migration of skin fibroblasts. However, HS, unlike HPL, did not alter immunogenicity properties of hWJSCs. hWJSCs expanded in HS supplementation also exerted greater immunosuppressive action in inhibiting T-cell proliferation and increased extracellular matrix (ECM) gene expression, making them useful in tissue repair clinical application. Our findings indicate that HS can be considered as a promising and safer alternative to FBS, and should be recommended for clinical-grade expansion of hWJSCs.